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this brings us to the matter of book titles and where
to buy them. there are many available, and every site
will argue just to prove how good theirs is. simply
put, the place to buy an electronic text is
amazon.com (and i will add that the best price-per-
book is usually found from amazon ). youll find its
own book section, its kindle books section, its
education section and its traditional publishing
section. but be warned, the amazon approach is
radically changing, and most traditional bookstores
and the general public have not caught up with the
new electronic book business. they still think of their
electronic book business as a side business that they
can only do through amazon.com. amazon knows the
direction the world is heading, and therefore they put
extra emphasis on their own digital products,
especially text books. this has major implications for
libraries that purchase books from amazon, especially
small libraries. ive heard from some that amazon is
starting to offer an amazon only library for those that
dont like the idea of their books suddenly being
exclusive to amazon. ive also heard reports that
amazon is starting to drop books wholesale from
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publishers that do not charge them a reasonable fee
and that amazon now buys thousands of books at a
time and then resells them to libraries. my solution to
this is that you just use amazon and let them decide
what they do with the book, because books just need
to be available. im also pretty traditional in my
buying of audio and video books. books are the most
important aspect of my library, so if i want a digital
(i.e., electronic) copy of a book i prefer to buy it from
amazon. no publisher should care that i dont read
their book. they only care that i buy it for the purpose
of intellectual gain. i wouldnt buy their book if it was
a physical book unless it was part of a set, but its
book is a part of the world we are living in. books
become libraries, and libraries are collections of
books. most books are collections of audio recordings
as well.
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i'd love to see the kjv of the bible included in logos as
a resource.. unfortunately kjv translations are

sometimes problematic (e.g. tyndale's or tyndale-
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biscoe's translations). this was the case with the fifth
mactutor's bible (ie matthew, mark, luke, john and
the acts of the apostles). however, with the newer

logos library that contains the kjv of the old
testament, the complaints have died down. and logos
doesn't display any concerns or reports about it. that

is, until we mention the kjv of the new testament.
instead of displaying the kjv of the new testament,
logos displays the neb and other english versions of
the new testament (with the negative exception of
the nasb). it is my impression that a kjv of the new

testament would have been fairly easy to add.
comments: recommended conservative brief verse
by verse commentary on most of the bible. guzik is

one of the few entire bible commentaries from a
contemporary writer which is freely available on the
internet. the comments on prophecy are definitely

conservative, evangelical and literal. a good guide to
determine whether a given author interprets

scripture literally, is to read their comments on
revelation 20, specifically regarding the 1000 years

mentioned six times (eg read guzik's notes on
revelation 20 curt, i agree that logos is not currently
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set up for readers. a little while ago i asked them
about their prices and purchasing individual titles
versus collections. as best i can remember their

explanation for their prices is that it is more than just
a digital version to be read. it takes manpower and
time to go through each word of each book to tag in
order for it to be searchable the way logos intends,

not to mention creating the hyperlinks and footnotes
within the books. i do not have any experience with
any other readers, so i really do not know how they

compare to logos in terms of searching all of the text
of a book. as far as collections go, they can often

offer titles cheaper in a collection. (although if you do
not want the rest of the books in the collection, you
would be paying a pretty penny for that one book.)

logos says that they judge whether they will offer the
book individually or in a collection by the pre-pub
sales. if not enough people pre-order the book, it
likely will not get published as an individual title.
hopefully my memory is pretty accurate in these

things. 5ec8ef588b
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